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Abstract 
In this paper, a technique to compute the noise radiated by a large truck engine is presented. This 

technique is of particular interest at Volvo Powertrain, where the design process should be robust, fast, 

reliable, and involve the least possible human interventions. It will be shown that the technique proposed 

here fulfills most needs. 

The computational process is the following. In a first step, the vibration is computed using the commercial 

tools FEV™ Virtual Engine and ANSYS®. In a second step, the result files are used in an acoustic 

radiation computation using the commercial tool ACTRAN™.  

In the paper the focus is put on the methodology, its performance for large radiation problems, and the 

possibilities to automate the process. An experimental validation is presented on a real truck engine in a 

semi-anechoic room. Over the whole range of regimes studied (waterfall up to 2kHz) the correlations are 

excellent. The free field overall sound power level from 600 to 1900 rpm full load is predicted within 2 dB 

compared to measurement. The 3rd octave band average is also predicted within 2 dB from 10 Hz up to 

2kHz. 

The method is proven to be very accurate with respect to noise prediction; using it opens the door to 

virtual prototyping and components are easily replaceable during the development phase. The human 

intervention during the simulation process is reduced to its minimum and the computational times are 

compatible with industrial constraints. 

1 Introduction 

The new legislations for emissions and demands on fuel economy have for a long time driven 

development of heavy duty diesel engines. In the past few years, thought, some noise constraints have 

been added, partly because of some new regulations, and of course to make a difference with the 

competition. 

To keep up with the development pace efficient simulation techniques have been developed at Volvo 

Powertrain. Indeed, relying only on tests is very risky and expensive. The tests require a good prototype 

(only available at the end of the project), a test facility, skilled engineers, and lots of time. Furthermore the 

results are not always easy to understand, as only a few local microphone results are usually available.  

In contrary, a well established simulation methodology can provide with a lot of results within a limited 

amount of time, and with little human intervention: such methods are fast and cheap. Furthermore, they 

give much more information, as, for example, maps of the pressure, or detailed directivity plots. The 

bottom-neck is of course that such methodologies must first be validated. 

In the past few years, Volvo has improved its expertise in vibration computations. This part of the process 

is now perfectly validated in the frequency range of interest. The next step is to focus on the radiation 
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aspects. The steps after will be to add the powertrain environment, in order to compute the pass-by noise, 

the contribution inside of the cabin, and other information useful to optimize the design of the engine or its 

compartment. 

2 Computation of the vibration 

Detailed component models are semi automatically meshed and sub structured using component mode 

synthesis, CMS. These models may include bolt pretension and thermal load in order to evaluate the 

dynamic fatigue with correct mean stress. 

An engine assembly including all relevant components (Figure 1) is automatically assembled and analyzed 

using ANSYS® macro and programming language “APDL”. All analysis steps are also automated using 

macros, e.g. flex body generation for multi body analysis, modal and harmonic response analysis as well 

as vibration and stress recovery of the components. More details can be found in [2]. 

 

Figure 1 Assembly of the engine, showing all relevant components. Figure obtained using Ansys. 

The flex bodies of the crank shaft and engine structure are imported into FEV™ Virtual Engine where a 

number of engine speeds are simulated using crank angle resolved cylinder and injection pressure curves. 

The model contains the complete crank- timing and valve train model of the engine, see Figure 2, and the 

output is all reaction loads on the structure. The time history loads are converted into complex valued 

harmonic load tables using a Discrete Fourier Transform DFT. 
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Figure 2 Assembly of the engine, showing all relevant components. Figure obtained using Adams. 

The method described above also applies to acoustic analysis with a few additions. 

The engine assembly, plastic valve cover and plastic oil pan free-free Eigen modes are separately 

calculated up to 3000 Hz and stored as modal SEREP models. SEREP is a technique that can be used to 

exactly describe a component or assembly’s dynamic/modal behavior for an arbitrary selected set of 

nodes. SEREP [1] provides features that other reduction techniques do not such as: 

 the arbitrary selection of modes that are to be preserved in the reduced model 

 the quality of the reduced model is not dependent upon the location of the selected active DOF 

 the frequencies and mode shapes of the reduced system are exactly equal to the frequencies and 

mode shapes (for the selected modes) of the full system model 

 the reduction/expansion process is reversible; expanding the reduced system’s mode shapes back 

to the full system’s space, develops mode shapes that are exactly the same as the original mode 

shapes of the full system model. 

SEREP is implemented in ANSYS® using custom APDL macros where each mode shape is represented 

by a unit point mass coupled to a spring/damper element with stiffness omega squared. The mode shapes 

are coupled to the retained nodal DOFs by constraint equations (CE) or multi point constrains (MPC). 

The oil fluid structure interaction, FSI, is included by calculating the fluid modal mass for each mode 

shape and then update the oil pan SEREP model. The valve cover and oil pan are coupled to the engine 

model by frequency dependent spring/damper element tuned to the rubber gasket stiffness, see Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: SEREP assembly of the engine only including load and interface nodes 

The output from the harmonic response analysis are three sets of modal coordinate files, MCF, that uses 

the original real valued component mode shapes for the engine, valve cover and oil pan. The benefit of 

using SEREP models is that the total number of mode shapes and thus the disc space needed is reduced by 

a factor of three since the assembled systems mode shapes don't need to be expanded only the parts on the 

engine block. It also provides a platform independent format for exporting sub structured models by 

writing an ANSYS® archive file (cdb) that is an ASCII text file that can be imported into e.g. ANSA™. 

3 Acoustic radiation computation, free field 

3.1 Introduction 

The final step is the acoustic radiation analysis in ACTRAN™ where an acoustic mesh of the near field is 

generated in ANSA™ by the “wrap convex” tool. ACTRAN uses any number of components modal 

results files together with the MCF files. Each components contribution to the overall sound pressure level 

is automatically calculated. Summation, A-weighting and 3rd octave band averaging is applied by scripts. 

In the end the free field overall sound power level from 1000 to 1900 rpm full load is predicted within 2 

dB compared to measurement. The 3rd octave band average is also predicted within 2 dB from 250 Hz up 

to 2000 Hz.  

3.2 Details on the simulation strategy 

3.2.1 Mesh 

The first step consists in the acoustic mesh creation. The mesh (Figure 4) is built using classical meshing 

criteria. Only four linear elements are required per wavelength thanks to specific elements characterized 

by reduced dispersion error.  
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Figure 4: Actran acoustic mesh 

3.2.2 Infinite Elements 

Infinite elements are added to the model, for two purposes:  

1. Apply a non reflecting boundary condition, 

2. Provide information outside the finite element domain. Indeed, virtual microphones can be located 

inside the infinite element domain (outside the finite elements) and to obtain acoustic quantities at 

their respective locations. 

All usual best practice rules have been followed to decide the distance between the hard walls and the 

infinite elements, their order, and all the other parameters, in order to ensure the convergence. Further 

theoretical information can be found in [3]. 

 

Figure 5: sketch of a typical ACTRAN model for acoustic radiation 

3.2.3 Green Analysis 

For the radiation step, it is not necessary to compute the transfer function at each frequency of the 

expected solution. It is usually possible to increase the frequency step without significant loss of accuracy. 

In this project, the transfer functions between component vibrations and sound pressure levels at 

microphones are evaluated every 50Hz. Then, the final acoustic results (acoustic pressure at microphones) 

are obtained every 1Hz in the solution step. The transfer functions and the velocity field are linearly 

interpolated for the frequencies were these values are not available. 
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3.2.4 BC_MESH Feature 

The meshing criterion for the ANSYS® structural computation and the ACTRAN acoustic computation 

are different. The computation of vibration usually requires much smaller elements than the acoustic field 

propagation: the bending wavelength is usually smaller than the acoustic wavelength. Because of the size 

difference, some geometry differences must also be managed. A projection is performed between the outer 

skin of the structural mesh and the inner skin mesh, using the BC_MESH feature. ACTRAN can produce 

some indicators which highlight the projection errors (see Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6: ANSYS® outer surface and ACTRAN inner surface 

The second purpose of the BC_MESH feature is to create the actual acoustic boundary conditions 

corresponding to the vibration of the structure. The normal structural velocity of the structure is converted 

to an acoustic velocity of the air layer surrounding the structure.  

If the frequency studied by ACTRAN does not correspond to a frequency of the dynamic computation, 

ACTRAN makes a linear interpolation of the two surrounding ANSYS® frequencies.  

In the present studies, 11 different BC_MESH surfaces have been created in order to study separately the 

acoustic radiation of each parts of the complete power train (see Figure 7). This operation has no impact 

on the performance of the computation. 

 

Figure 7: surfaces of the 11 BC_MESH 
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3.3 Acoustic results 

3.3.1 Result Formats 

ACTRAN produces results of many different types (picture or ASCII): 

 Acoustic spectra at measurement points for each frequency, for each regime, and associated with 

each radiating part shown on Figure 7 

 Waterfall diagrams to highlight the global behavior of the engine 

 Local vibration or acoustic maps to understand the detailed physics at a given frequency and for a 

specific regime 

 Radiated power for each regime and induced by each radiating part shown on Figure 7 

3.3.2 A few selected results and their interpretation 

The Figure 8 illustrates the contribution of each part to the pressure at one microphone.  

 

Figure 8: Part contribution to the global noise for microphone 1 regime 1300rpm 

The three parts generating the largest part of the noise are: 

1. Cylinder block (ID 3 in Figure 8) 

2. Gearbox (ID 5 in Figure 8)  

3. Valve cover (ID 1 in Figure 8)  
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These three parts represents around 70% of the noise produced by the power train at this particular regime. 

Waterfall diagrams may also be plotted to evaluate the contribution of the different part on a range of 

regimes. 

ACTRAN also allows the visualization of the sound pressure field in the finite and in the infinite domain. 

Figure 9 illustrate the real part of the pressure at different frequencies. 

 

Figure 9: Pressure cartography at 1500Hz 

3.3.3 Computational Statistics 

The computations have been performed on a Linux 64bit machine INTEL CPU 3.00GHz with 16GB of 

RAM. The total computation time is around 15 hours on a single CPU machine for all the frequencies and 

all the regimes, with ACTRAN version 10.0. The CPU time per frequency and per regime is then around 

0.8 second. The computation time could be further reduced, for example by increasing the frequency step 

of 1Hz, or also by using the parallel options of ACTRAN, which allow a linear performance increase with 

respect to the number of processors used. 

4 Validation 

4.1 Description of the experimental setup 

The measurements have been performed in the Noise lab facility of Volvo Powertrain in Gotenburg, 

Sweden. The facility is a semi-anechoic chamber with a very low background noise. An array of 

microphones are placed around the engine. The contribution for each side as well as the total radiated 

sound power level is obtained by combining the sound pressure level and the corresponding area for each 

michrophone. 

4.2 Measurement results and comparisons with simulations 

For the purpose of this validation, a new model has been built, with the ground of the facility. Indeed, the 

masking effects are much too large to use a simplified technique based on secondary sources (mirror). 

Such a technique may be used if the distance to the ground was much larger than the size of the device. 

The results obtained are compared with the measured spectra at a few regimes; a waterfall would not be 

easy enough to read. 
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Figure 10 Experimental Validation at three RPM shown. The frequencies are hidden, the maximum 

frequency on each plot is around 2kHz. The level marks are every 5dB. 

The overall sound power level from 1000 to 1900 rpm full load is predicted within 2 dB compared to the 

measurements. The 3rd octave band average is also predicted within 2 dB from 250 Hz up to 2000 Hz and 

for all regimes (although only three are shown here). Given the uncertainties on the measured data, this is 

considered to be excellent. The methodology is considered to be validated. 

 

5 Conclusions, perspectives 

A complete procedure to compute the noise of a truck engine, for all regimes and all frequencies of 

interested, has been presented. In a first step, a structural dynamics analysis is performed, using the 

ANSYS® software. In a second step the results are used to feed a pure radiation computation. The 

acoustic simulation results have been successfully compared with measured data. 

The first key advantage of this method is that it is proven to be very accurate with respect to noise 

prediction. This means that such a technique can now be used on a more systematic basis, to virtually 

prototype the future engines, and optimize them before they are produced.  

The second key advantage of this method is that most steps can be automatized: the human intervention 

can be reduced to a strict minimum. As a result, optimization loops could be performed, in order to find 

good compromises between cost, weight and acoustic performance. 

Using the technique proposed in this paper opens the door to virtual prototyping. It is hard to believe that 

such a technique will replace the classical prototyping and measurement strategies on the short term; 

however, they can complement them, which allows for a significant reduction of the number of prototypes 

and measurements, and improves the average quality of the prototypes which will be tested in the end.  

The Figure 11 shows the use of the same technique with a cabin added on top of the engine (the 

computation is not done with the cabin represented in the picture). The same frequency can be reached 

with a complete truck cabin if it is assimilated to a purely diffracting object, possibly with impedance 

boundary conditions to represent some absorbing panels, and with infinite admittance boundary conditions 

to represent the absorption of the road. This permits computing the bypass noise. Some multilayered, 

trimmed absorbing panels could also be added. 

The results of such a computation could also be used to feed a trim body analysis, for example using a 

strategy presented in [4] and available in the ACTRAN suite. 
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Figure 11: Use of the technique with a cabin added on top of the engine (fake computation) 
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